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Outline  

• Structures studied: nominals, sentences 
• Processability: Theory & Methodology 
• PT account of Mandarin emergence order 
• Evaluation 

– Only partial success 
• An alternative  

– Emergent Functional Grammar 
• Conclusions 

– Contributors to processing demands 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outline: indicate Structures studied: mainly nominalsExplain Processability: Theory, Methodology & account of emergence order in SLAHow successful is it for Mandarin? An alternative account: Emergent Functional GrammarConclusionsContributors to processing demands



Nominal structures 

Pronoun  wo, nimen etc   我, 你们   
Noun   hua, shu, haizi  画，书， 孩子 
Incorporated Locative  hubian   湖边 
'Adj'-N   da shu    大树 
Poss 0  (Affine)  wo mama   我妈妈    
de  (Poss/Gen)  nide hua   你的画 
de (Att)   riben de shouyinji  日本的收音机 
 de (Loc)  shu de houbian  树的后边 
de (Adj)   hen da de zixingche  很大的自行车 
de (RC)   da zuqiu de ren,  达足球的人 
    ta chang de ge   他唱的歌 
Num-Class N  yi ben shu   一本书 
Dem-Class N  na zhang zhuozi  那张桌子 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 independent studies of Mandarin SLA, by Zhang, Gao and myself have looked at the emergence in nominal structures in Mandarin, including those shown here. The top set includes Pronouns and nouns used alone, and 2-word combinations without function words: The second set all involve the form de before a noun; the last set involve agreement between a noun and a classifier. 



Sentence structures 
SVO  tā hěn piàoliàng  她很漂亮 
ADV/PP 1st  míngtiān wǒ qù dàxué.明天我去大学 
   wǒ zai tushuguan kan shu. 我在图书馆我看书 
Top  wǒ Bēijīng méi qù  我北京没去 
   biéde wǒ dōu bú zhīdào 别的我都不知道 
Ba  Tā bǎ xìn jìle   他把信寄了 
Aspect  
1。 Experiential  wo qu-guo Beijing  我去过北京 
2。 Progressive  Zhengzai kan shu   正在看书  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[could delete this slide] Zhang also investigated aspect marking with guo and zhengzai , whileGao investigated the emergence of different word order options at the sentence level. 



Processability Theory (PT) 
• Thinking for speaking (Levelt,1989)  

– Lexical concepts activate lemmas 
– Lemmas encode syntactic information and link meanings to 

forms 
– Word forms compete: the best match wins 

• Incremental Procedural Grammar (Kempen &  Hoenkamp 
1987)  
– Distinct procedures for each constituent type 
– Parallel processing 
– Output from one procedure feeds second procedure 

• Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan, 1987) 
– Words in a structure share information (features)  
– Compatible features = Acceptable structures (unification) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All 3 studies used PT, which combines 3 other theories to account for emergence order in SLA. Levelt's theory of lexical access suggests that each idea in a speaker's mind can activate stored information –associated with a word –a  lemma- that in turn activates word-forms. Over time, each idea becomes linked strongly to a specific lemma and word-form. Thinking of a concept activates the lemma so it becomes available for syntactic processing. Kempen and Hoenkamp's procedural grammar explains how activated lemmas are combined in mental processes to make phrases and sentences. It proposes a distinct process for each constituent type, all running in parallel as far as possible. However more complex processes must sometimes wait for input from other processes, creating a demand on unconscious working memory. The speed of processing affects this demand, and only automatic processing allows all processes to be completed in the time available in fluent speech. As more of a learners processes become automatic, they become able to process structures that require more information exchange in the processor. Finally, Lexical Functional Grammar explains when and how information must be exchanged during this processing depending on the syntax and morphology of a particular target language.  



Procedural Grammar 

Stage 1 
Lexicon (词汇 ) 

  

Stage 3 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how the mental processor develops during acquisition. At Stage 1[click] a learner has lemmas, that is cognitive links between concepts and word forms, and once activated, forms are sent directly to be pronounced. Isolated thoughts can be expressed, but no grammatical information is stored in the system.At Stage 2 [click] grammatical information has been recognized and is now stored in special procedure. Different Lemmas now access different procedures to gain different affixes, forming morphological classes. The use of plural or possessive marking on pronouns but not on nouns is an example. Words may combine to express propositions, but only in a simple structure where the first word is both the topic, and the grammatical Subject. At Stage 3 [click] output from categorial procedures is now sent to phrasal procedures before being expressed. For the first time words can be combined in phrases, creating the syntactic context for modifiers and agreement within a phrase. Selection of appropriate classifiers is an example of processing at this stage. At Stage 4 [click] a language-specific sentence procedure has developed. This allows the Subject and Topic to become distinct; word order to vary, and sentence level modifiers to appear. The 5th and final stage sees the emergence of a procedure which can construct a dependent clause and deliver it to a phrasal procedure making a relative clause, or to the S-procedure, creating complex sentences.



Developmental Stages: Predictions 

 Syntax 
1. Basic Alignment: 主题 =主词 
  我喜欢汉语 
2. Categorial: (词类)  
 Pron (代）vs N (名 ) 
3. Phrasal (词组 ): modifier-head  
 [我爸爸]  [三个书] 
 [三-本书] 
  
4. S-procedure Marked order: 
 汉语我喜欢[ ] 
Subordinate clauses (从句)  
  她唱[ ]的歌很好听 

 Morphology 
1. 'Lemma':  no variation in form 
  wo 我; ni 你; hubian 湖边  
2. Bound 'Lexical' morphs & 

function words 
 women 我门 , 三个  
3. Agreement within phrase 
  ben本 ~shu 书 
4. Agreement between phrases  
 [他们][ 互相]了解 
5. Complementiser  
 ？跑得谁都找不到[ ] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key aspect of this development is the way new procedures create opportunities to compare information expressed by different words. When words combine to make phrases at stage 3,  features of a head and a modifier can be compared. This allows classifiers to be compared to nouns so the right choice can be made.  And later when the S-procedure develops, sub-constituents of the sentence can be compared, allowing for agreement between Subject and verb, Verb and Auxiliary or Subject and Object. To sum up,  PT claims that the order in which syntactic structures emerge reflects how long information must be kept active in memory during their construction. In assigning structures to developmental stages then, we must consider carefully what information is exchanged, and at what structural level: the word, the phrase, or the sentence. 



Methodology 

• Unplanned spoken output 
• Elicitation targets key structures 
• All output analysed (TL-like or not) 
• Emergence criterion (2+ tokens) 
• Tests for productivity (variability in tokens) 
• Longitudinal (direct observation of order) 
• Implicational scaling (co-occurrence) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because PT's predictions  are based on memory constraints we need to analyse samples of a learner's unplanned speech. We also need to create contexts that encourage the learner to use target structures, so their non-use is not just a metter of chance. An emergence criterion is used, not accuracy, because even one productive success means the speaker can process a structure, and we look at all structures because non-target-like structures reveal as much about processing abilities, as TL-like ones. But, to eliminate rote-learned chunks or accidental success, we need at least 2 different examples of each structure before it counts as emerged.  If we cannot observe learners over time, we can use implicational scaling to approximate an emergence order from cross-sectional data. So now let's look at the results from the 3 studies.



Results 1(PT) 

tm wk Zhang   wk Charters      wk     Gao  stage 
1   -  7 N, Pron       3-7     SVO     1 
2  5 Poss de   7  Num-Class     Poss 0> Poss de  2 
3  10 Num-Class 10  Poss 0 > Poss de 11-17  Num-Class     3 
          'Adj'-N   
4  12 Zhengzai     ADV/PP 1st     (4) 
 13  de (ADJ /RC) (D)    de (ADJ)  
   Loc de  
5   16  Dem-Class  16  Dem-Class      
          de (ATT) / de (ADJ)  
           Locative compound  
6   22  V-guo    25 Loc de            21-25    de(ATT) 
                Top   4 
7   29  de (ADJ/ RC) (S)  (*RC)          Ba/ RC          5 

1 lemma 3 phrasal 2 category 4 simple S 5 inter-phrasal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structures are shown in order of emergence, earliest emerging at the top. Colours indicate developmental stages. Horizontal lines separate groups of structures that emerged together in all 3 studies. The solid lines correspond to stage boundaries in PT, the dotted lines do not. What can we see? 1. Emergence order is broadly similar in all studies, forming 5 rough groups,  and2. Structures from the first 7 weeks belong to PTs stage 1, while the Stage 5 structures (RC and Ba) emerged late or failed to emerge.  This is consistent with PT's predictions. However 3. The intermediate Stages 2 ,3 and 4 are not clearly distinct.    Crucially, Stage 2 structures (coloured blue) began to emerge in week 5, alongside stage 1 and 3 structures, and continued to emerge in each sample in all three studies, till week 25; results for 'de(ADJ)' in particular are mixed. Of note: 4. In particular, Locative structures, which Zhang classified as stage 2 structures are very late. 



Evaluation of PT account 

• What works? 
– Emergence order broadly similar in all studies, 
– Structures emerge in 5 rough steps 
– The stage 5 RC is late (or fails to emerge) 

• What doesn't work? 
– PT's Stages 2 ,3 and 4 are not clearly distinct.  
– Stage 2 structures continued to emerge throughout  

• Locative de and V-guo are very late.  

– Same structures group differently  
– Ba and topicalisation emerged alongside RC.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how successful is PT? Zhang and Gao both concluded that, despite the unexpected delays with Stage 2 structures, the Mandarin data support PT because the earliest stage 3 structure emerged after at least one stage 2 structure, the earliest stage 4 structures emerged only after at least one stage 3 structure and so on. But given that observation began only in week 5 or 6, and structures from all stages had emerged by week 12 this is not very strong evidence for successive stages. If structures that make the same processing demands emerge at different times, can we really claim that there are 'stages' based on processing demands? And how can we explain clear sequences for structures that belong to the same stage? I suggest that these results do reflect processing demands, but the demands are not associated with overt morphological forms. Rather they depend on hidden syntactic processing. 



Zhang on De  
• Stage 2 (lexical morphs)  

– de GEN (possessive N de N)  
– de (Att) (non-possessive N de N) 
– de (Adj) ('Adj' N)  

• "their insterion does not involve any feature unification with other 
constituents" 

• Stage 5  
– de (RC) Clause de N   

• 'Syntactic and semantic information of the RC and the head noun is 
exchanged via the particle 'de (RC), making it an inter-phrasal 
morpheme as the information transfer occurs across phrasal 
boundaries between a clause and a noun.  

• 'de' 'represents the head noun in that it nominalizes the RC'; it is 
'related to the within-clause function (or gap) on the one hand, and 
the head noun on the other.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Zhang suggests there are 4 different des: but three, de GEN which is semantically, possessive de (Att) which is non-possessive and de (Adj), which Zhang says changes stative verbs into Adjectives, all belong to stage 2. And the 4th, de(RC) belongs to stage 4.She says of the first three that "their insertion does not involve any feature unification with other constituents". That is no information must be compared in these structures. On the other hand she says that in RCs, 'Syntactic and semantic information of the RC and the head noun is exchanged via the particle 'de' making it 'inter-phrasal' (stage 4). In a later discussion she suggests 'de' 'represents the head noun ' like a relative pronoun in English; and is 'related to the within-clause function (or gap) on the one hand, and the head noun on the other. This should make it a stage 5 form. 



Charters on De 
• Stage 1  

– Possessive suffix  
• Stage 3  

– Function word creating De P 
– Introduces an Adjunct Function (modifier)  

• 'Adj' introduces no syntactic function, freely fills adjunct slot 

• Stage 5  
– Function- linking in DeP: 

• RC - V and Locative Noun introduce Grammatical Functions 
(SUBJ-OBJ) 

• Thes must be formally linked to ADJUNCT GF.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my view, this ignores the fact that words combine with de in phrases - a stage 3 process. It also implies that changes in processing demands are associated with the form ‘de’. I agree that de goes through a change in its development, but I suggest that it is used first as a suffix, marking only possession, but then develops into a functional head producing a phrase of its own. This is marked by the emergence of phrasal modifiers of no particular category, in a range of semantic relationships with the modified noun.  After this point, it is the nature of the modifier-head relationship in de structures that affects emergence order, not de itself. Rcs and locatives emerge late in de structures because they each involve a complex predicate. To appear in a phrase with de, the syntactic Subj and complement functions they introduce must be  linked to the adjunct function in syntax, a special syntactic process. , "the head noun functionally controls the empty category in the clause."  Within the emergence of de structures we see a number of changes that, I think reflect key processes affecting processing demands as a learner’s  language develops. Semantic forms become syntactic markers, allowing a greater range of meanings to e expressed in the same structure; structures become more hierarchical, increasing the time for which information must be stored, and syntactic functions become more abstract, more varied and more numerous within a structre, all adding to processing demands. 



Emergent Functional Grammar  

wk        
7  N, Pron  SVO 
   0-Poss Pron-de 
10   Num-Class 1 
11   'Adj'-N  
         Num-Class 2    
12    ADV/PP 1st (Zhengzai)   
13      de (ATT) / de (ADJ)   
16          Dem-Class   Locative compound 
22    V-guo   
25         Top    
        Loc de    
29                  Ba 
PRE-SYNTACTIC    SYNTACTIC     RC 

semantic 
activation  

unification 
function wds 

phrases, 
coactivation 

Functional 
control 

Adjunct 

 

SUBJ/OBJ 
assignment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide represent an analysis of the same data in my framework, which I call emergent functional grammar . IN this slide the colours represent specific syntactic processes, not stages. Blue represents semantic activation of word-forms by concepts, as in PT's stage 1; green is the construction of phrases. This allows words that have been activated together by the same concepts to combine in phrases without requiring a comparison of features. I call this semantic agreement or co-activation. Since they are activated by the same concepts, they will naturally agree; however a shift in conceptualisation could lead to ‘disagreement’, Yellow represents the process of feature comparison called unification in LFG, which is said to mark stage 3 in PT. Unification is a more grammaticalized way of implementing agreement, comparing abstract features requiring information to be stored in the processor. It cannot produce disagreement. Pink represents the development of a syntactic function of adjunct. Basically this allows peripheral information to be link to more central referents. In LFG this link requires a check that there is a meaningful item to modify. The darker pink indicates the processing of core grammatical relations like SUbject and Object. Once predicates introduce thes grammaticalized functions, instead of semantic roles,. the grammar must check the functions used against the functions introduced by a predicate. This is more demanding than simply checking for semantic information as with adjuncts. Topic fronting structures belong here because they depend on linking of a syntactic function like Subj or Obj to a topic function.  PT assumes the initial linking of Topic to Subject is a universal default but according to LFG, the SUbj function requires processing that learners cannot perform at the outset. In my view early learners use a notion of topicality, but it is not linked to Subjecthood at all. Word order variation arises after they can assign GFs because this allows different GFs to be linked to the initial Topic.  Finally, the salmon colour indicates functional control. This is when the GFs of two different predicates are linked, as in RCs. Locative de-structures  fall into this category, because unlike locative compounds like hu-bian, and incorporated locatives like shu hou, which combine words in meaningful ways, the locative de structure requires the meaningless GF of the locative noun to be lnked to the meaningless adjunct function introduced in deP. Ba constructions require the same kind of linking. In other words it requires a combination of all the processes that have developed to this point.More notes on Zhang:[Zhang] -de is listed in the lexical entry of nouns, pronouns and 'ADJ'; activated when they are nominal modifiers. Whether -de is a GEN or ATT marker is directly determined by conceptualization No info exchange. (Zhang, 2001, p.74-76). -de 'distinguishes the adjective class from stative verb class in Chinese', piàoliàng has two separate entries in the lexicon – as adjective and as stative verb. de (RC) is inter-phrasal because it is (Following Falk (2001) and Dalrymple (2001)) it is the equivalent of an English relpron, occupying the TOPIC position in a clausal adjunct. Her f-structure shows a link from a missing OBJ function to the 'TOPIC 'de'. She also states: the rel clause marker de 'represents the head noun in that it nominalizes the RC'; it is 'related to the within clause function (or gap) on the one hand, and the head noun on the other. Many things wrong with this: a Topic should be clause initial, not clause final, and the gap is clearly focal, not topical; so-called de(Adj) is open to the same analysis, since Adj is really a stative verb followed by 'de'. .....Note that the first part of this: linking an empty OBJ IS a stage 4 process, BUT under the Topic hypothesis, linking a SUBJ gap to a Topic  Moreover, Zhang's c-structure shows the gapped clause as a sister of 'de' dominated by DP. Gao largely follows Zhang, but ststes more accurately, that RC in f-structure, though in c-structure it is shown as a head of a DP dominating S' (the gapped RC). but also heas a DP.  ' the link requires 'recognition of the clause as the modifier', and a connection between the gap and the FOCUS. 



Emergent Functional Grammar  
• Early processing is semantic 

– Two lemmas may access one categorial procedure: compounds 
like hubian 

– Two lemmas may be activated by the same concept with no 
comparison in syntax: classifier and noun 

• Structure building precedes agreement 
– Two unmarked words combine in a phrase, with semantic 

restrictions 
– Unmarked 'possession'  

• Grammaticalisation reduces semantic restrictions 
– De supports all modifier types 

• BUT it brings processing costs 
– Formal GFs require syntactic checking processes   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap, in my analysis emergence order does reflect processing demands, but processing demands are associated with the creation of abstract syntactic relationships which facilitate variation in word order, as much as with morphological forms. This allows more opportunity for analysing and understanding languages like Mandarin, which have little inflectional morphology.



The END 

 



Development in EFG  

Stage 1a 
Lexicon (词汇 ) 

  
Stage 3a 

Conceptual content (概念内容)    

Output 
 (输出)    

Stage 2
  

N 

A 

V 

Class 

唱  

看  

歌 

大  

书 
的  

本   

NP 

A P 

VP 

Class P 

DP 

Stage 1b 

P >Top Foc 

RC 唱  

看  

歌 

大  

书 
的  

本   

三 

Num 
Stage 4 
S > (ADJ) NP VP 

SC 

Stage 5 



Allocation to stages 

 Syntax 
1. Basic Alignment: 主题 =主词 
  我喜欢汉语 
2. Categorial: (词类)  
Pron (代）vs N (名 ) vs Num ( 数) 
3. Phrasal (词组 ): modifier-head  
 [我爸爸 ]   
  [三本书] 
  
4. S-procedure Marked order: 
 汉语我喜欢[ ] 
Subordinate clauses (从句)  
  她唱[ ]的歌很好听 

 Morphology 
1. 'Lemma':  no variation in form 
  wo 我; ni 你; houbian 后边  
2. Bound 'Lexical' morphs & 

function words 
 wode 我的 sange 三个 
3. Agreement within phrase 
  shu 书  ~  ben本  
4. Agreement between phrases  
 [他们][ 互相]了解 
5. Complementiser  
 ？跑得谁都找不到[ ] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recall that important factors are identifying what information which must be exchanged, and what procedure the exchange occurs in. One point worth clarifying is whether  the form -de represents 4 distinct morphemes : de GEN, ATT, ADJ and RC , belonging to different stages, as Zhang claims, or just one morpheme.According to Zhang, -de  GEN & ATT are not always distinguishable, but are directly determined by conceptualization, therefore there is no info exchange. (Zhang, 2001, p.74-76). So she assigns them to Stage 1; and assigned them to different stages, claiming Then is listed in the lexical entry of nouns, pronouns and 'ADJ'; and activated when they are nominal modifiers. -de 'distinguishes the adjective class from stative verb class in Chinese', piàoliàng has two separate entries in the lexicon – as adjective and as stative verb. de (RC) is inter-phrasal because it is (Following Falk (2001) and Dalrymple (2001)) it is the equivalent of an English relpron, occupying the TOPIC position in a clausal adjunct. Her f-structure shows a link from a missing OBJ function to the 'TOPIC 'de'. She also states: the rel clause marker de 'represents the head noun in that it nominalizes the RC'; it is 'related to the within clause function (or gap) on the one hand, and the head noun on the other. Many things wrong with this: a Topic should be clause initial, not clause final, and the gap is clearly focal, not topical; so-called de(Adj) is open to the same analysis, since Adj is really a stative verb followed by 'de'. .....However, it is important to realise that information exchange does not always result in agreement, and agreement does not always require information exchange; ensuring that modifiers are linked to heads, that Subject and Object functions are correctly assigned and that words are correctly ordered also involves information exchange.  These factors are often downplayed or overlooked entirely in PT analyses, but for languages like Mandarin, which have relatively little agreement, they take on a greater significance in assessing processability.Note that the first part of this: linking an empty OBJ IS a stage 4 process, BUT under the Topic hypothesis, linking a SUBJ gap to a Topic  Moreover, Zhang's c-structure shows the gapped clause as a sister of 'de' dominated by DP. Gao largely follows Zhang, but ststes more accurately, that RC in f-structure, though in c-structure it is shown as a head of a DP dominating S' (the gapped RC). but also heas a DP.  ' the link requires 'recognition of the clause as the modifier', and a connection between the gap and the FOCUS. This overlooks the generalisation that 'de' has a uniform function in ALL cases: to integrate modifier with modified head. It is not the morpheme 'de' which changes over time, but the relationships formed within a DE procedure. As I pointed out in 2004, and Gao re-iterates in 2005, "the head noun functionally controls the empty category in the clause." (Gao, 2005 108) Typically, information exchange is equated with morphological agreement and the procedure with the minimal syntactic domain in which agreeing words combine. At Stage 1 we see unchanging word-forms; at stage 2, we see class-specific inflections, which require information flow from the lemma to a specific categorial procedure, but no agreement. Possessive 'de' and the default classifier could go in this stage, however, neither could combine with another noun till the phrasal procedure develops. Phrases with uninflected words could emerge before lexical inflections. At stage 3 words combined in a phrase may agree, and at stage 4 words or phrases combined in a sentence may agree. Stage 5 is marked by complexity and recursion - embedded clauses, not by agreement. 



RC 

(20) wǒ mǎi __ de shū hěn piányí.  
(I buy _ de book very cheap  
The book I bought is cheap)  
 FOCUS [PRED ‘SHU’]  
 SUBJ [PRED ‘WO’]  
 OBJ [ ]  
 PRED ‘MAI <(SUBJ)(OBJ)>’  
- Zhang (2001) 
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